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The way of the energy industry is one of the most important themes for future social maintenance, 

development in Japan. Particularly, the world energy industry greets a turning point including Japan 

after 3.11. Specifically, the diversification of the electricity generating system and efficiency of the 

power transmission and distribution become the urgent business from atomic energy dependence. By 

the main subject, I survey a technical trend, a policy trend and a business trend first. Then, as a result 

of a series of Industrial Revolution, in the modern society, the energy infrastructure by the intensive 

model electricity generating system is constructed, but a new energy resources exploration 

technology gains power with a distributed generation technology to supplement conventional 

intensive model generation with 3.11. In addition, the smart infrastructure technology which is an 

information communications network and a fusion technology with the power network gains power. 

Here, I survey the future of this smart infrastructure technology. In Japan, all of 54 nuclear power 

plants stops, and a report from the first Fukushima nuclear power plant accident investigation 

commission by private enterprise, the Diet, the government is submitted and the energy policy that 

assumed the atomic energy called 50% a key in 2010 30% a year, 2020 40% a year, 2030 before the 

accident is big and changes. Germany decides the full-scale abolition of the nuclear power plant in 

2022, and Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Italy promote an atomic energy abolition route likewise, 

too. In France, the United States, the U.K., the energy policy that assumed a shale gas revolution led 

by the United States and Canada a key although I maintain a conventional atomic energy promotion 

policy is greatly changing world energy policy. Furthermore, I survey an image in basic energy 

industry and new energy consisting of heat, waterpower, the atomic energy, energy saving, a 

structural change of the energy industry to be born by smart grids and the future. 

1. Background of the structural change of the energy industry 

2. What is the problem that energy industry should solve? 

3. The prospects of the energy industry 
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